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The Maximum Invariant Set of an Automaton System 
HIDEYUKI TAKAHASHI* 
Department of Biophysics, Faculty of Science, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japmr 
Suppose that A is a csm such that the alphabet of outputs A coincides with 
the alphabet of inputs Z. Then  we have a csm mapping  FA : Z* --~ 2:*. The  
max imum invariant set of FA is natural ly defined. The  paper proves that, 
m general, the max imum invariant set of a csm mapping  is not a regular set. 
The  discussion is closely related to problems of a cellular space. The  paper 
proves also that, in general, the periodic set of a cellular space is not a regular 
set. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
(i) We discuss in this paper time-discrete autonomous ystems, 
especially those in the automata theory. An autonomous system has its set of 
states I2. At time t = 0, it starts from one of its states in 12 and changes its 
state as time goes on. Our main concern is about its asymptotic behavior in 
time. For a time-discrete autonomous ystem, a mapping F of 12 into 
should provide the state transition of the system. A pair (12, F) forms the 
system. In the automata theory, various kinds of mappings can be discussed. 
We treat mainly a csm mapping of Z* into 27*, where Z is a finite alphabet of 
letters. 
On the other hand, a system has an actual constitution made of the parts. 
A cellular space, for example, consists of many cells, each of which is a 
homogeneous automaton. The state of a cellular space is represented by a 
configuration of states of the cells. The global state transition of a cellular 
space is provided by a state transition function for a cell. Here is a concretely 
defined setting of a time-discrete autonomous system. 
There exists a simulator automaton for a one-dimensional cellular space. 
The simulator, though it is defined quite easily, has the meaning that it 
combines the study of abstract systems defined by automaton mappings with 
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the study of concrete systems defined by cellular spaces. The asymptotic 
behavior in time of the cellular system is grasped by the maximum invariant 
set of the simulator automaton system. In this paper, and in coming papers, 
we succeed almost satisfactorily in our aim to combine and unify both the 
field of automaton mappings and the field of one-dimensional cellular spaces. 
Now we look into more details. 
(ii) We study an automaton such that the alphabet of inputs Z coincides 
with the alphabet of outputs A, i.e., Z ~ A. Let A be one of such automata 
and let FA: Z* --~ Z* be the mapping defined by A. A pair (Z*, FA) forms a 
system. A subset V of Z* is said to be an invariant set if FA(V)  ~- V .  Let 
{Va} be an arbitrary family of invariant sets. Since 
--Uva, 
A 
Ua Va is an invariant set, too. Among all invariant sets, therefore, the maximum 
one exists. That is called the maximum invariant set, and is denoted by 
Smax(A) or Smax if A is understood. Thus an automaton A determines a
subset of Z*. A subset of Z* is called a language. Therefore aclass of automata 
determines a class of languages, which we study hereafter. In particular, 
we study the following problem: Is Sm~x of a csm system a regular set ? 
The motive for the above question is related to the cellular automata 
theory, for which Kobuchi and Nishio (1973) is a good source. Figure 1 
shows a configuration of a one-dimensional bounded cellular space. The left 
and the right boundary conditions are fixed, which are b~ and b,. respectively. 
The length n is an arbitrary nonnegative integer. States of individual cells are 
chosen from a finite set of states S. A configuration at time t is denoted by 
x( t ) .  The configuration changes autonomously as time passes: 
x(O) -+  x (1)  -+  "" --> x ( t )  --+ "" -+  x ( t  + T )  -+  "".  
I f  x(t) = x(t + T), the sequence of configurations x( t ) , . . . ,  x ( t  + T - -  l) is 
called a loop of period T. For a given cellular space, let P~ be the set of all 
co 
configurations which are in a loop of period i. Then P = (3i=1 Pi is called 
the periodic set of the cellular system. We wish to grasp the temporally 
FIG. 1. A configuration of a cellular space. 
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asymptotic behavior of the cellular system as a whole. For that purpose, we try 
to grasp the periodic set P. Of what kind is the set P ? The main problem of 
the paper can be stated as: Is the periodic set P of a cellular system a regular 
set ? Regard the set of states S as an alphabet. Roughly speaking, we can 
construct a "simulator" automaton G which, fed x(t) as an input, emits 
x(t q- 1). That is, the automaton mapping F a satisfies Fa(x(t)) = x(t q- 1). 
(Thus we are led to the study of a machine such that the alphabet of outputs 
coincides with the alphabet of inputs.) As we will see later, the periodic set P 
of the cellular system has a close connection to the maximum invariant set 
Smax of an automaton system defined by G. Therefore we first study the 
maximum invariant set of a machine system. We develop a method to treat 
the maximum invariant set of a system. The concepts of an Smax tree, a trunk 
and its daughters are posed in the text and play a powerful role in many 
aspects. It should be noted that our main aim is to grasp the asymptotic 
behavior of a system when time passes. 
2. TERMINOLOGY 
A generalized sequential machine (gsm) is a 6-tuple G == (K, Z, A, 3, )t, %), 
where 
(1) K is a finite nonempty set (of states); 
(2) Z is a finite alphabet (of inputs); 
(3) A is a finite alphabet (of outputs); 
(4) 8 (the next state function) is a mapping of K × 27 into K; 
(5) ;~ (the output function) is a mapping o fK  X Zinto A*; 
(6) q0 (the start state) is a distinguished element of K. 
Sometimes we express 3 and )t by writing 
q x/~s_~ q,
where 3' = h(q, x) and q' = 3(q, x). The functions 3 and h are extended by 
induction to K × Z*. Let v = ux, where u belongs to Z* and x belongs to 2J. 
Then let 3(q0, v) = 3(3(q0, u), x) and A(q0, v) = ~(q0, u) ;~(3(qo, u), x). A 
gsm mapping Fc is defined by Fc(x) = h(q o , x) for any word x in 2J*. 
A complete sequential machine (csm) is a 6-tuple A --~ (K, Z, A, 3, t, %) and 
is defined as a gsm such that h maps K × 2J into A. A csm mapping FA is 
defined by A. 
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A finite state acceptor (fsa) is a 5-tuple M = (K, Z, 3, P0, F), where 
(1) K is a finite nonempty set (of states); 
(2) Z' is a finite alphabet (of inputs); 
(3) 3 (the next state function) is a partial function of K × Z' into K; 
(4) P0 (the start state) is a distinguished element of K; 
(5) F (the set of final states) is a subset of K. 
See Ginsburg (1966) for detailed properties of the above-mentioned machines. 
An element of Z* is called a word. The length of a word w is denoted by lg(w). 
The word of length zero, called the empty word, is denoted by A (or e). 
Fa(A) ~- A for any gsm mapping F c . A subset of X* is called a language. 
For a set S, ] S I denotes the cardinality of S. A mapping F: X --+ X is said 
to be bijective, i f F  is injective (i.e., one-to-one) and surjective (i.e., onto). 
DEFINITION 2.1. A (one-dimensional, bounded, bilateral) cellular space 
is a 4-tuple As = (S,f~, bt, b~), where 
(1) S is a nonempty finite set of states; 
(2) fb is a mapping of S 3 into S (the local transition function); 
(3) b~ is a distinguished element of S (the left boundary condition); 
(4) b r also is a distinguished element of S (the right boundary condition). 
A member of S* is called a configuration. The transitionfunctionF~: S* ---, S* 
is defined by 
Fo(xlx2 "'" x~_lx~) = Ib(blxlx~) fb(xax2x3) "" fb(x~-2x,-lx,,) fb(x~-lx,b~), 
where each xi belongs to S. We putFb(A) = A. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A unilateral cellular space is a triplet ~/~ = (S, f~,  bz), 
where 
(1) S is a nonempty finite set of states; 
(2) fu is a mapping of £2 into £ (the local transition function); 
(3) b~ is a distinguished element of 3 (the left boundary condition). 
A member of S* is called a configuration. The transitionfunctionY~: S* --~ S* 
is defined by 
F . (x lx2  ".. x . )  = L(b~xl)  L (x lx2)  "" L (x . _~x. ) ,  
where each x i belongs to S. We put F~(A) = A. (Evidently a unilateral 
cellular space is a cellular space in Definition 2.1.) 
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3. GENERAL FORMALISM 
The purposes of this section are (1) to introduce the fundamental concepts 
of a system, the ultimate set, the maximum invariant set, the periodic set, 
a transition graph, and others, and (2) to give an outline of the paper. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A time-discrete autonomous system (called simply a 
system) is a pair (~2, F), where 
(1) Q is a nonempty set; 
(2) F is a mapping of ~2 into ~ (the transition function). 
A member of ~2 is called a state or apoint. Let (~2, F) and (~2', F')  be systems 
and letg: I2--* ~O' be a surjective mapping. (Q,F) is said to be homomorphic 
to (~2', F')  if the following diagram commutes, i.e., if gF ~ F'g. 
Q_c .~ 
l ..Q, r ' )  ~, 
g is called a homomorphism. I f  a homomorphism g is bijective, then (~2, F) is 
said to be isomorphic to (Q', F')  and g is called an isomorphism. A gsm G --~ 
(K, 27,/I ~ Z, 3, A, %) generates a system (Z*, Fc) , which is called a gsm 
system. A csm A ~ (K, Z', ,4 = Z, 3, Z, %) generates a system (Z*, Fa) , 
which is called a csm system. A cellular space d s = (S, fb, b~, br) generates 
a system (S*, Fb), which is called a cellular system. A unilateral cellular space 
d~ ~ (S,f~, b~) generates a system (S*, F~), which is called a unilateral 
cellular system. (A unilateral cellular system is a cellular system.) Let (Q, F) 
be a system and let X be a subset of Q. (X, F) is called a subsystem of (~2, F), 
if (1) F(X) C X and (2) F(X ~) C X ~, where X * = ~2 --  X. Evidently, if (X, F) 
is a subsystem of (Q, iv), so is (X c, F). A set of subsystems ((~2i, F); i e l}  is 
called decomposition f (~2, F), if (1) ~2 = (3i~i ~2i and (2) ~2, n ~2~. = ~; for 
i :/: j ( I  is an arbitrary nonempty set of suffixes). We say that (~2, F) is 
composed offinite subsystems, if there exists decomposition ((S2i, F); i e I} such 
that each Qi is a finite set. Evidently both a csm system (Z*,FA) and a 
cellular system (S*,F~) are composed of finite subsystems. ((Zn, FA); 
n --- 0, 1, 2,...} is decomposition of (Z*,FA), and ((S%F~); n = 0, 1, 2,...} 
is decomposition of (S*, F~). In general, a gsm system is not composed of 
finite subsystems. (Q, F) is called afinite system if f2 is a finite set. 
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Let x(t) be the state of a system (~, F) at time t. t is a nonnegative integer. 
The system starts from the initial state x(0) and changes its state by x(t + 1) 
F(x(t)). Let x(0) be any element of ~Q. We wish to grasp, as a whole, the 
asymptotic behavior of the system when time passes. The following three 
sets are worth studying. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let (~Q, F) be a system. Let R o = ~2 and Ri+l = F(Ri). 
oo 
Evidently Ri D Ri+ ~ . The set R~ ~ Ni=o R~ is called the ultimate set. 
DEFINITION 3.3. A subset V of ~ is called an invariant set i fF(V)  ~ V. 
The empty set ~ is an invariant set, because F (~)  • ~.  I f  { Va} is a family 
of invariant sets, 0a Va is also an invariant set. Among all invariant sets, 
therefore, the maximum one exists. That is called the maximum invariant set 
and is denoted by Smax. Smax may be the empty set. For a cellular system 
(S*, Fb) and for a gsm system (2~*, Fa) , {A} is an invariant set, because F~(A) 
A (Fa(A) = A). {A} is called the trivial invariant set. 
DEFINITION 3.4. A sequence of elements of $2, (u 1 , u 2 ,..., u,), is called 
a loop of period n if 
(1) ui ¢ uj for i vaj, and 
(2) F(ui) : ui+l for 1 ~ i ~ n - -  1 and F(u~) = u 1. 
The periodic set of period n (denoted by P~) is defined by 
P~ = {x ~ g2; Fa(x) = x and for 0 < i < n, Fi(x) v~ x}. 
The periodic set P is the set defined by 
P= UPs .  
(The restricted mappingF:  P ~ P is bijective.) Theper iod of x in P, denoted 
by p(x), is the least positive integer n such that Fn(x) = x. Sometimes the set 
Qn of all elements of period not more than n is considered: Qn = 0i=l P i .  
The following proposition shows relation between the three sets mentioned 
above. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. R~ D Smax D P. 
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Proof. Let V be an invariant set and let V ~ be the complement of V. 
Since f2 = V u V ~, we have 
F(~) = F(V u Vo) 
= F(V)  U F (V  ~) 
= VwF(Vo) .  
For any i ) 0, we have Fi(g?) = V U Fi(Vc). This shows V C Fi(X2) for any 
i ) 0 and hence we have V C R~ ~ O, Fi(~?) • Since Smax is an invariant set, 
Smax C R~ . 
Next, if (u 1 ,..., u~_l, u~) is a loop of period n, then the set {ul ,... , u~_~, un} 
is an invariant set, because 
F({ul ..... u~_l, un}) = iF(u1),..., F(U~_l),F(u,)} 
= {uo ,..., u~ , ul}. 
Since union of invariant sets is an invariant set, the periodic set P is an 
invariant set. Therefore P C Smax. Q.E.D. 
R~ = Smax ~ P holds in some interesting cases, as in Proposition 3.7, 
below. 
LEMMA 3.6. (i) Let ( f2, F) be a system and let {(£2~, F);  i e l}  be decomposi- 
tion of (f2,F). Let R~ I, -maxim, P(i) denote respectively the ultimate set, the 
maximum invariant set, and the periodic set of (1-2i, F). Then 
z=l  ~ I  i~ I  
and so with other sets which are characteristic of a system. 
(ii) I f  (g2, F) is a finite system, then R~ = Smax = P. I f  (g?, F) is com- 
posed of finite subsystems, then R~ ~- Sm~x ~ P. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. (i) For any csm system (Z*,FA) , R~ = Smax = P- 
(ii) For any cellular system (S*, Fb), n~ = Smax = P. 
Because both systems are composed of finite subsystems. In general, 
however, neither R® ~ Smax nor Smax = P holds. Propositions 14.1 and 
14.2 show counterexamples. We note the following proposition without proof. 
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PROPOSITION 3.8. Let x be an element off2. 
(i) x belongs to Ro~ i f  and only if, for  any n > O, there exists an element 
x_ n such that Fn(x_n) = x. 
(ii) x belongs to Smax i f  and only i f  there exists a sequence (Xo, x 1 .... , 
x_~ ,...) such that x o = x and F(x_i) ~- x_~+l for i >/ 1. I t  may happen that 
x o = x_ Jo r  some i > 0, i.e., x belongs to P. 
(iii) x belongs to P i f  and only ifF~(x) = x for some n > O. 
For a system (O, F), we make a diagram called a transition graph as follows, 
and define several related concepts. 
DEFINITION 3.9. The transition graph of a system (f2, F) is a graph created 
by the following method: 
(1) The vertices are all elements of f2. 
(2) For x andy  in/2, ifF(x) = y, we draw a directed edge from x toy.  
Remark. In case time is continuous, a dynamical system is defined as a 
pair (M, X) of a C ~ manifold M and a vector field X. Orbits (i.e., integral 
curves) play an important role. In case time is discrete, the transition graph 
plays a role analogous to orbits. 
An example of a transition graph is shown in Fig. 2. 
© 
loop 
f branch /d.~<J_. ~__.<__ ..... 
() 
I~  . . . . . .  . . - . -> • .-.....> • - . .~  • ...---> . . . .  
FIe. 2. A transition graph. 
DEFINITION 3.10. X in f2 is said to be inaccessible if F(y )  ~ x for any 
y in £2. 
That is, x is inaccessible if x is an edge point of the transition graph. Let I 0 
be the set of all inacessible lements. Then 
X o = 0 - -  F(O). 
Likewise we can define the set Is  = Rn --  R~+,, where R .  = F~(Y2). 
DEFINITION 3.11. x in f2 is said to be passive if F(x) = x. 
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That is, a passive element is a fixed point for the mappingF. The set of all 
passive elements coincides with/)1 in Definition 3.4. 
DEFINITION 3.12. X in [2 is called a joining element if there exist y and z 
(y  =/= z) such that F (y )  ~-~ x and F(z) = x. 
DEFINITION 3.13. Let P be the periodic set. For an arbitrary z in P, the set 
B~ = {x; x E ((2 -- P),F~(x) = z for some n > 0 andFi(x) ¢ P for 0 ~ i < n} 
is called a branch (of the transition graph of system (f2, F)). For x in B~, let 
n(x) be the distance from x to z, i.e., 
Fn(~)(x) = z and Fi(x) =~ z for 0 <~ i < n(x). 
I f  B, is nonempty, the positive integer 
l = max{n(x); x ~ Bz} 
is called the length of the branch B~. l may be infinite. The set of all branches 
B is defined by B = LJz~, B , .  
For a finite system (f2, F), the transition graph consists of loops and bran- 
ches, i.e., Y2 = P k) B. Therefore we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.14. I f  (f2, F) is composed of finite subsystems, then [2 = 
P u B. The length of each branch is fnite. 
Our main problem is stated as Problem A below and we first study 
Problem B induced from Problem A. 
Problem A. Is the periodic set P of a cellular system (S*, Fb) regular ? 
Problem B. Is Sm~x of a csm system (27*, F~) regular ? 
The paper is composed of three parts: 
(1) Sections 4-11 deal with csm systems. Section 4 introduces concepts 
of an Smax tree, trunks and daughters, which play an essential role in our 
theory. Sections 5, 6, and 7 deal with preliminary inquiries and investigate 
some sufficient conditions for Srnax to be regular (which tell us where we 
should look for nonregular Slnax). Sections 8, 9, and 10 treat a csm having 
two letters in detail and constitute xamples of nonregular Smax. Section 11 
deals with closure properties of the language class of Smax. 
(2) Sections 12 and 13 deal with unilateral cellular systems. Section 12 
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constructs a unilateral cellular space having nonregular P, and studies a little 
about a cellular space with cyclic boundary condition. Using techniques of 
an Smax tree, trunks and daughters, Section 13 shows existence of cellular 
spaces having the maximum loops. 
(3) Section 14 deals with gsm systems. It discusses some essential 
features of the systems, and proves that the periodic set P of a gsm system is 
not a recursive set, in general. 
4. TREE OF Smax 
Hereafter we investigate a system (Z*,FA) defined by a csmA = 
(K, 27, A ~ Z, 3, A, q0). The purpose of the section is to introduce (1) 
fundamental concepts of an Smax tree, trunks and daughters, and (2) concepts 
of a prefix closed set and a nonterminating set, which are two basic properties 
characterizing Smax of a csm system. Proposition 4.2 below is fundamental 
for a csm system. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let u and v be words in Z*. u is called a prefix subword 
of v if v ~ ux for some word x in Z*. Since v ~ Av, the empty word A is a 
prefix subword of any word v. A word u is called apredecessor f v if v is a word 
of length n and u is a prefix subword (of v) of length (n --  1). Related matters 
are as follows: (1) A mappingf  : Z* --~ Z* is said to preserve a predecessor if,
for an arbitrary word v and its predecessor u, f (u)  is a predecessor of f (v) .  
A csm mapping has that property. Note that if a mapping f preserves a
predecessor and satisfies f (A )  = A, then f should preserve lengths of words. 
(2) Let L be a subset of Z*. L is said to be prefix closed if all the prefix subwords 
of any word v in L belong to L. L is prefix closed if and only if "v (5  A) 
belongs to L"  implies "the predecessor f v belongs to L." Note that, i l L  is 
prefix closed, L contains A. 
Since a csm mapping preserves a predecessor, the following holds. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Smax of a csm system is prefix closed. 
I f  a subset of 27* is prefix closed, the set can be expressed in the form of 
"tree." In particular, the tree for Smax (which is prefix closed) is called the 
Smax tree. 
DEFINITION 4.3. Let L be a prefix closed subset of Z*. The L tree is a 
diagram created by the following method: 
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(1) Nodes are all words in L. 
(2) Let v = ux,~ (x~ ~ Z)  be an arbitrary word in L. Since L is prefix 
closed, u belongs to L also. Therefore both v and u are nodes. We draw a 
labeled directed edge (or a labeled arrow) from u to v: 
x~ 
U > V ~-  UX n . 
Since the empty word A belongs to L, A is a node. Let x I be an arbitrary word 
in L of length 1. Since x 1 = Ax 1 , the labeled arrow 
X 1 
A ----> x 1 
is drawn. In this way, if x = x lx  ~ "" x~ (each x~ belongs to Z) is a word in L, 
the "subtree" 
*/I Xl X2 Xg X n 
> X 1 ~" X lX  2 - - - -+  " ' "  > X lX  2 " ' "  X n = X 
is created. Thus the whole of L forms a tree, the root of which is A. That is 
called L tree. It  should be noted that, by (1), two nodes in the L tree corre- 
spond to different words in L. By Proposition 4.2, Smax is prefix closed, so 
the Smax tree is defined as above. 
Any word x in Smax corresponds to a node of the Smax tree, or equivalently, 
to the subtree which starts from the root and ends at that node. Now we 
introduce a few concepts related to the Smax tree. 
DEFINITION 4.4. A t runk  of the Smax tree is a sequence of nodes 
@1, v2 ,..., v~) such that 
FA(v l )  = % ,. . . ,FA(V,~_I) = Vm,  and FA(vm) = v l .  
Cyclic permutations of (v l , . . . ,  v~)  are identified with the original one. 
In the above, the sequence (v 1 ,..., v~) is a loop in Definition 3.4, and in 
the Smax tree, it is called a trunk. The Xrnax tree is composed of trunks. Let 
(v 1 ..... v~) be a trunk and let u~ be the predecessor of v i ,  i.e., v~ = u~xi 
(x ,~Z)  for 1 ~<i~m.  Since FA(v~) =v~+l  for 1 <~i~<m--1  and 
F4(v~)  = v 1 , we have/VA(Ui) ~ ui+ 1 for 1 ~< i ~< m - -  1 and FA(u,~) = u 1 . 
Therefore there exists the least integer k (1 ~ k ~< m) such thatFA(uk) = u 1 . 
m = lk for some I > 0. The situation is as follows: 
g)l  = U lX l  , q'J~ = U2X2 ~' " ,  g)/~ = U/~X/c 
V~+I = UlX/~+I , ~/c+~ = U2X~+~ ,. . . ,  *~.k = U~X2~ (1) 
. . .  . . .  
. . .  , V lk  ~-  UkX lk .  
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Since FA(ui) =ui+l for 1 ~ i~<k- -  1 and FA(Uk) =Ul ,  the sequence 
(Ul ,..., uk) is a trunk by Definition 4.4. The Smax tree is like that in Fig. 3. 
In illustration, a trunk (u 1 ,..., u~) is written as a column (ul ..... uk) ~. 
FIG. 3. 
X~V{ 
A parent and a daughter. 
DEFINITION 4.5. Let (u 1 ,..., ue) and (v a ,..., v~) be trunks which satisfy 
the relation (1). The trunk (u 1 .... , u~) is called aparent of the trunk (v I ,..., vm), 
and (v 1 ,..., Vm) is called a daughter of (u 1 ,..., uk). 
Any trunk except he root A has the unique parent. 
DEFINITION 4.6. Let L be a subset of 27*. L is said to be nonterminating if, 
for an arbitrary word u in L, there exists a letter x in 27 such that ux belongs 
to L. 
I f L  is prefix closed, the nonterminating property means that the L tree has 
no leaf (i.e., an end point). 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Smax of a csm system is nonterminating. 
That is, no node of the Smax tree is a leaf. By Definition 4.5, Proposition 4.7 
can be stated as follows: Any trunk has at least one daughter. This section is 
methodologically followed by Section 8. 
5. BRANCHES OF THE TRANSITION GRAPH 
If  (/2, F) is a system composed of finite subsystems, then /2 = P u B 
(see Proposition 3.14). I f  a system is one that satisfies [2 = PU B, the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) The length of a branch is bounded. 
(2) There exists N ~ 0 such that R N = RN+ 1 . 
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In case of (2), really RN = P holds, and the length of a branch is at most AT. 
(See Definition 3.2 for Ri .) 
Now let (27*, FA) be a csm system. In this section we assume that Smax = 
R~o, and investigate the length of branches. Let R 0 = 2J* and FA(Ri) = Ri+l 
for i > 0. A csm mapping F~ preserves regular sets: F A (a regular set) = 
a regular set. Therefore each R i is a regular set (which has the prefix closed 
and nonterminating property, because 27* has the property and a csm 
mapping preserves the property). The set of all inaccessible words I 0 
R o --FA(Ro) is a regular set also. (For complete characterization f I0, see 
Appendix A.) Likewise the set Ii = Ri --FA(Ri) for any i > 0 is a regular 
set. (These statements hold for any gsm system (2*, Fc).) The following 
proposition is trivial. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. I f  there exists an integer N >/0 such that R N = RN+ 1 , 
then Smax = RN and therefore Sm~x is a regular set. " 
The following proposition, however, shows that the condition in the above 
proposition is not a necessary one for regularity of Sma~: •
PROPOSITION 5.2. There exists a csm such that the length of a branch is 
unbounded (i.e., Rn ~ R~+lfor any n >/O) and yet Srn~x is a regular set. 
Proof. The csm shown in Fig. 4 is such an example. Let n be an arbitrary 
positive integer. We feed a word 1 ~ as an input to d .  The output word is 
again fed to d as an input. Repeating such operations, we obtain a part of 
tl~e transition graph as follows: 
i n --~ 01n--1 --+ ... __+ On--ll --+ O n. 
11o 
OlO i , ,  
010 
FIO. 4. A csm having unbounded branches. 
Since O n = FA(0n), the word 0 n is passive. The length of the branch is n. 
Since n is an arbitrary positive integer, the length of a branch is unbounded. 
On the other hand, Smax of this csm system coincides with the set P1 of all 
passive words. Therefore we have Sraax = 0". (For rigorous proof of this 
statement, see Proposition 6.3.) Q.E.D. 
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Here the following decision problem is naturally suggested. 
Problem 1. For an arbitrary csm, determine whether R N = RN+I for 
some N/> 0 (i.e., whether the length of a branch is bounded). 
6. THE S~T Or ALL PASSIVE WORDS 
In this section our approach assumes that Smax ~ P. We investigate the 
set/)1 of all passive words, and rather strangely the study of P1 leads us to 
clear characterization f a regular Smax- The following proposition is easily 
proved, but is important. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. For a csm system, the set of all passive words 171 is a 
regular set (which has the prefix closed property). 
Proof. Let a csm be / /  =- (K, 27, d _-- X, 3, ~, qo). For A, we show how 
to construct a fsa M 1 ---- (K', Z', ~', P0, F) which accepts the set P1 • Let 
K'  = K, Z' ~- 27, and Po = qo • For each state qi in K and each letter x in 27, 
let 3'(ql, x) = 3(qi, x) if and only if A(q, , x) = x. Otherwise 3' is not defined. 
Finally, letF = K. M 1 thus constructed is a fsa which accepts P1 • Q.E.D. 
Proposition 6.3 below provides a sufficient condition for Smax to be regular. 
It plays an important role in characterizing a regular Smax (i.e., in Theorem 
6.6). 
DEFINITION 6.2. Let (X, F) be a system. (X, F) is said to be of projective 
type if P = Pa, i.e., if there is no loop of period more than 1. (X, F) is said 
to be of strongly projective type if there exists an element z in X such that 
F(x) =z  for any x in X. For each state qi of a csm A =(K ,Z ,A  = 
27, 3, ~, q0), the function 2/qi: Z---~ Z is defined by 1/qi(x) = A(qi, x) for x 
in 27. A state q~ is said to be of (strongly) projective type if (Z, A/qi) is of 
(strongly) projective type. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. I f  every state of a csm is of projective type, then Smax = 
1)1. (In this case, therefore, Smax is regular by Proposition 6.1.) 
We now investigate intersection of the language class of Smax and that of 
regular sets. Remember Definitions 4.1 and 4.6. 
.Notation 6.4. Lpn denotes the class of all languages that are prefix closed 
and nonterminating. R denotes the class of all regular sets, and Smax denotes 
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the class of all Smax of csm systems. Rpn denotes the subclass of regular sets: 
Rvn = R (~ Lpn • 
We comment upon Lvn. (1) Lvn is closed under operations u ,  ", and . .  
Lpn is not closed under n ,  c, -- ,  and R (see below for symbols). (2) A csm 
mapping preserves Lvn. (Closure properties are discussed in Section 11.) 
PROPOSITION 6.5. A regular set R belongs to Rpn if and only if there exists 
a fsa (for R) M = (K, 27, 8, Po, F) which satisfies the following two conditions: 
(1) F = K (for the prefix closed property). 
(2) For each state qi in K, there exists at least one letter x in 27 such that 
8(ql , x) is defined (for the nonterminating property). 
The subclass Rvn is closed under operations 
u (union), • (concatenation), and • (star). 
tpn  is not closed under operations 
c (complement), -- (minus), R (reflection), and n (intersection). 
A csm mapping preserves the subclass Rlan. 
We use the above two propositions to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.6. R n Sna~x = R n Lpn. 
Proof. By Propositions 4.2 and 4.7, Smax C Lvn holds, so we have 
R n Sm~x C R n Lvn • Conversely, let R be a regular set which belongs to 
Rpn = R n Lvn. By Proposition 6.5, there exists a fsa M (for R) which 
satisfies the conditions (1) and (2). Using f saM = (K, 27,8, po,F),  we 
construct acsm A = (K', 27', A = 27', 8', A, %) whose Smax is R. Let K '  = K, 
27' = X, and q0 = P0. For qi in K and x in 27, if 8(qi, x) is defined in M, let 
a%,  x) = 8(q , x), 
~(q~, x) =- x. 
Suppose that at a state qi of M, 8(q i , y) is not defined for some letter y in Z. 
By the condition (2) of Proposition 6.5, 3 is defined for at least one letter x in 27. 
Let 
h(qi, y) --  x, 
3'(qi, y) = an arbitrary state. 
By Proposition 6.3, Smax of the above csm coincides with P1, and by the 
proof of Proposition 6.1, the fsa for P1 is M. Therefore Sm~x = R. Q.E.D. 
643/32/4-2 
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7. THE PERIODIC SET 
Continued from the previous ection, we take the viewpoint hat Smax = P. 
The purpose of this section is to investigate periods of words in Smax. Our 
questions are as follows: (1) What is the set of all words having a constant 
period ? (2) Can a period be an arbitrary integer ? (3) Is a period bounded, 
in general ? (See Definition 3.4 for P,n and Q~ .) 
THEOREM 7.1. For a csm system, both Pn and Q~ are regular sets. (Qn has 
the prefix closed property.) 
Proof. The class of all csm mappings is closed under composition. 
Therefore for any csm A and n > 0, there exists a csm A~ such that 
(FA)" = FA,.  
I f  FAn(x) = x for x in Z*, thenFA,(x) = x, i.e., P~ for A is contained in the 
set of all passive words for A n . A passive word for A~ is of period n or an exact 
divisor of n for A. By Proposition 6.1, the set of all passive words for A,~ is a 
regular set. By induction, we can prove regularity of Pn (for A). Q.E.D. 
The period of a word cannot be an arbitrary positive integer. One restriction 
is given by the following lemma, which results from the relation (1) stated 
previously. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let p(w) be the period of a word w in Smax. Evidently 
p(A) = 1, and p(w) ~.~ ]Z 1~ if Ig(w) = l. Let u, v in Smax be words such that 
v = ux (x c ~). Then 
p(v) = m " p(u), 1 ~.~ m ~ I Z I. 
Therefore the period of a word w (in Smax) of length l is of the form 
p(w) ~ mlm2."mt ,  
where 1 ~ mi ~ [ Z [for each m i . In case that [ Z 1 ~- 2, the period of a word w 
(in Smax) is of the form 
p(w) = 2 k, 0 < k < lg(w). 
Given a csm A, we try to determine Smax by drawing in succession the 
transition graph for words of length l = 1, 2 , . . .  I f  the situation described by 
Proposition 7.4 below happens, we can write down Smax by a regular expres- 
sion. 
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LEMMA 7.3. Let A = (K, 27, A = 27, 3, ~, %) be a csm and let k = [ K l- 
I f  p(w) = 1 for any word (in Smax) of length k, then Smax = 1'1" To say 
otherwise, Smax for ( Z*, F A) equals P1 if and only if Smax for ( 2 ~, F A) equals P1. 
PROPOSITION 7.4. Let n be an arbitrary positive integer. I f  the period of any 
word (in Smax) of length I K[n is n or an exact divisor of n, then Smax = Q~. 
Proof. I f  a csm A (to be studied) has 1 K ] states, then the csm A~ has 
I K 1 ~ states. I f  the period of a word w is n or an exact divisor of n for the 
csm A, then w is passive for A~. Applying Lemma 7.3 to An,  we obtain 
the proposition. Q.E.D. 
In connection with Theorem 7.1, we investigate the case when the period 
is bounded. 
PROPOSITION 7.5. I f  the period of a word in Smax is bounded by N > 0, 
then Smax = QN and hence Smax is a regular set. 
Proposition 7.7 below, however, shows that the condition in the above 
proposition is not a necessary one for regularity of Smax • We need a lemma to 
prove Proposition 7.7. 
LEMMA 7.6. Let A = (K, Z, A = ~, 3, A, qo) be a esm such that an 
arbitrary state qi in K is reachable from the initial state qo (i.e.,for qi , there exists 
a word x such that 3(qo, x) = qi). The mapping FA: X* ~ X* is bijective if and 
only if h/q~: Z -+ 27 is bijective for every state q, . And Smax = X* if and only 
if F A: X* --~ 27* is bijective. 
COROLLARY 7.6.1. Let k be the number of states of a esm A. FA: 2J* --+ 27* 
is bijective if and only if the restricted mapping F A: Z k -+ 27k is bijective. That is, 
Sm~x for ( Z*, F A) equals Z* if and only if Smax for ( 27~, FA) equals Z ~. 
PaOPOSITION 7.7. There exists a esm such that the period of a word in 
Smax is unbounded and yet Smax is a regular set. 




~ , ~ ~ ) ~  1/1 
0/0 
A csm having unbounded periods. 
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condition of Lemma 7.6, Smax ~ (0 v 1)* holds, and every word belongs to 
Smax. Let n be an arbitrary positive integer. We make the transition graph 
for the word 1 ~. Let Xbe  either 0 or 1, which we do not care about. 
111 ... 11 ~ 011 ... 11 -+ X01 ... 11 -+ "'" -+ XXX ... 01 -+ XXX ... 2(0. 
For k ~< n, FAk(1 ~) contains 0, so we see that FAk(1 n) =/= 1 n. This shows that 
the period of 1 n is larger than n. In fact, we can prove that the period p(w) of 
a word w is given by p(w) ~- 2 '~, where m is an integer such that 2 ~-1 ~< 
lg(w) < 2% (The theme concerning this is interesting by itself. The above 
csm is a simulator csm for a unilateral cellular space having a linear local 
transition function.) Anyway, since n is an arbitrary positive integer, the 
period is unbounded. Hence the proposition follows. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 7.8. There exists a csm such that the length of a branch as 
Well as the period is unbounded and yet Smax is a regular set. 
The above proposition is proved by constructung a csm which is a mixture 
of the esm in Fig. 4 and that in Fig. 5. By the above proposition we know that, 
in general, unboundedness of the length of a branch does not imply bounded- 
hess of the period. Here the following decision problem is naturally suggested. 
Problem 2. For an arbitrary csm, determine whether the period is bounded 
or not. 
Remark 1. As we have seen, Smax of a csm system is written on the one 
hand as follows: 
R o ~ Z* ,  FA(Rt) -~ R i+ l ,  
R o D R 1 D "'" D R i D Ri+ 1 D "", 
On the other hand, it is written as follows: 
Qx C Q2 C .-. C Q~ C Q,+I C . . . ,  
Ri  ~ Smax. 
i=0 
O Qi ~--- Smax. 
i=1 
So to speak, Smax is "approximated" by two series of regular sets from above 
and from below. 
Remark 2. We know thus far that the set I 0 of all inaccessible words, the 
set P1 of all passive words, and the set Qn of all words of period not larger 
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than n are regular sets. We digress from our subject for a while and consider 
the set J of all joining words (see Definition 3.12). 
LEMMA 7.9. Let a csm be A -= (K, Z, A, ~, h, %). The set J '  defined by 
J '  = {x e Z*; There exists a wordy ( ~= x) such that FA( y) ~ FA(x).} 
is a regular set. 
J '  is the set of all words that have a "partner." The set J is expressed as 
J = FA(J'), hence we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 7.10. The set J is a regular set. 
Really, Lemma 7.9 holds for a gsm mapping and hence Proposition 7.10 
holds for a gsm system, too. For proof, see Sato (1974), which discusses 
Lemma 7.9 from the viewpoint of decoding a message. It is not difficult to see 
that Proposition 7.10 holds also for a cellular system. 
As we have seen, various sets connected with a csm are regular sets. Our 
question is whether also Smax is regular or not. 
8. Smax TREE OF A CSM HAVING TWO LETTERS 
The concepts of an Smax tree, trunks, and daughters were introduced in 
Section 4. The purposes of this section are (1) to redefine an Smax tree, (2) to 
classify states of a csm by the output function, and finally (3) to state lemmas 
which form a basis for constructing an Smax tree, using (1) and (2). 
As we saw in Section 4, a word in Smax corresponds to a node of the Smax 
tree, or equivalently, to the subtree which starts from the root and ends at 
that node. Hereafter we take mainly the second point of view. We change 
constitution of the Smax tree as follows. Let a csm be A -~ (K, Z, A = 
Z', 3, h, q0). If  a node of the Xmax tree corresponds to a word x in Smax, we 
assign the state q ~ 3(q0, x) to that node. Since 3(%, A) = q0, the initial 
state q0 is assigned to the root. By this, a trunk becomes equal to a sequence 
of states (ql ,---, qe). 
Previously a trunk was a sequence of words in Smax, (ul .... , ue), where 
u, =/=u s for i~=j ,  FA(u,) =u~+l for 1 ~<i~<h- - I  andFA(uk) =ul .  By 
the new constitution, the trunk is a sequence of states (ql .... , q~), where 
qi = 3(%, u~) for 1 ~< i ~< h. Previously the relation between a trunk and 
one of its daughters was as in Fig. 6(a), where v 1 = ulx 1 ,..., vk = uT~xk, 
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Fle. 6. A trunk and its daughter: (a) the old type, (b) the new type, and (e) a 
trunk having two daughters. 
~)k+l = UlXk+I , . . . ,  V~z~ = U leX2~ , . . . ,  Vrnl¢ ~-  UkXra l~ • By the new constitution, 
it is like that in Fig. 6(b), where qi = 3(qo, ui) and q/ = 3(qo, v~) for each i
andj. We have 
ql' ---- 8(q0, vl) 
= ~(q0, UlXi) 
= ~(~(q0, ~) ,  ~1) 
- -  ~(q~, xi), 
and likewise q( = 3(q2, x2),--., qk' = 3(q~, xk), q~+z = 3(q~, x~+~),..., qlk 
3(qk, x~),..., q~k = 3(qk, x~k). On the other hand, since 
Y)2 ~ U2X2 
= FA(Vl) 
= ~(qo, ulxl) 
= ~(qo, ul) ~(~(qo, ul), x~) 
= u2A(ql, xl), 
we have x~ = A(ql, xl). Likewise x 3 = A(qz, x2),..., Xk+l = A(qk, xk), xk+~ = 
A(ql, x~+l) ..... Xl = A(qk, x,,~). Of course, a trunk may have more than one 
daughter, as in Fig. 6(c). If a trunk has more than one daughter, the situation 
is called "branching of the trunk." A trunk has at most 1 27[ daughters. 
From now on we study, for the sake of simplicity, the case that 2 = {0, 1}. 
It is not difficult to generalize the results. By Lemma 7.2, in case of two letters, 
the period is of the form 2 k, which is an even number, of course, if k > 0. 
A trunk has at most two daughters. Proposition 6.3 and Lemma 7.6 suggest 
effectiveness of classifying states by the function A/qi. Therefore we classify 
states of a csm into three types, by the function A/qi • 
DEFINITION 8.1. (1) A state q~ is said to be ofPo-type orpl-type (generally 
of strongly projective type or p-type), by the following (a) or (b): 
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(a) po-type, if X/qi(1) = 0 and Alqi(O) = O. 
(b) pl-type, if Alqi(l) = 1 and ~tlq,(O) = 1. 
(2) A state q, is said to be of a-type ( permutation type) if A/q~(1) = 0 
and t/qi(0) = 1. 
(3) A state q~ is said to be of I-type (identity type) if ;~/q~(1) = 1 and 
~lq , (0 )  = 0.  
I f  we indicate to which type each state q~ belongs, the function h/qi is 
determined. Given a csm A = (K, L', A = Z, 3, A, q0), for example in the 
form of a diagram, we can replace it with a table made by the following method. 
(1) Name each state by the type to which it is classified. If some states 
are of the same type, distinguish them by suffixes. 
(2) I f  3(q~, x) = qj, write q~ ~ qj in the table. (We draw a 0-1abeled 
arrow from the right bottom of a state symbol and a I- labeled arrow from the 
right top.) An example is shown in Fig. 7. 
S ~'~010 ::> 
o/ ; ' - - -~vo  
FIG. 7. 
$- . ( J  
0 m I ,O&p o 
IA~O, I o_% po 
po'--, po, po _, I 
A table made from a csm. 
The following lemma results from what was mentioned at the beginning 
of the section. 
LEMMA 8.2. Let (ql ,..., q,, q,+l ,'", qk) be a trunk. 
(1) I f  qi is a state Of po-type , then the arrow attached to qi+l is O-labeled, 
whatever the arrow attached to qi may be. (If i = k, the state q~+l means ql. 
This remark applies also to what follows.) I f  qi is of pl-type, then qi+l has a 
1-labeled arrow. See Fig. 8. 
F ?? 
Ca) (b) 
FIG. 8. Arrows drawn from ap-type state. 
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FIG. 9. 
+'  + 0 
Arrows drawn from a a-type state. 
(2) Suppose that qi is a state of a-type. I f  qi has a O-labeled arrow, qi+l 
has a 1-labeled arrow. I f  qi has a I-labeled arrow, qi+l has a O-labeled arrow. 
See Fig. 9. 
(3) Suppose that q, is a state of I-type. I f  qi has a O-labeled arrow, qi+l 
has a O-labeled arrow. I f  qi has a 1-labeled arrow, qi+l has a 1-1abeled arrow. 
See Fig. 10. 
FIe. 10. Arrows drawn from an/ - type  state. 
We use the above lemma to prove the following three lemmas which are 
fundamental for construction of the Smax tree. 
LEMMA 8.3. I f  a trunk (ql ,..., qk) contains a p-type state, then the trunk 
has exactly one daughter whose period is equal to that of the parent. 
LEMMA 8.4. Suppose that a trunk contains no p-type state, i.e., the trunk 
is composed of a-type and I-type states. I f  the number of a-type states is odd, 
then the trunk has exactly one daughter whose period is twice as large as that of 
the parent. 
LEMMn 8.5. I f  a trunk consists of a-type and I-type states and the number 
of a-type states is even, then the trunk has exactly two daughters whose common 
period is equal to that of the parent. 
Since Lemma 8.3 is useful in particular, we state a more general emma 
which holds even if the alphabet consists of more than two letters. 
LEMMA 8.6. If a trunk contains a state of strongly projective type (in 
Definition 6.2), then the trunk has exactly one daughter whose period is equal to 
that of the parent. 
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9. SCHEME FOR CONSTRUCTING AN Sma x TREE 
Lemmas 8.2, 8.3, 8.4, and 8.5 in the last section are used in our scheme for 
constructing an Smax tree. By investigating what type each state of a trunk 
(ql ,..., qk) is, we are able to know the number of daughters and their periods. 
The purposes of this section are (1) to illustrate a method for making 
daughters from a trunk, (2) to show some examples using the method, and 
(3) to state a related sufficient condition for Smax to be a regular set, which 
guides us in searching nonregular Smax. Now we study examples of three 
kinds which correspond to Lemmas 8.3, 8.4, and 8.5. 
Case 1. A trunk contains a p-type state. Suppose that we have a trunk 
(~, Po, ~, I). First, (i) of Fig. 11 results from Lemma 8.2 (1). Next we write (ii), 
(iii), and finally (iv), by Lemma 8.2 (2) and (3). Using the table (vi) made 
from a given csm, we construct a daughter as in (v) and one step is accom- 
plished. Of course, the daughter is a trunk for the next step. 
/Pof-~rqzt J 0"o-,,% 
I o o 
( IF-~q4J ,  [ I~q~, 
(i) (ii) Oii) (iv) (v) (vO 
FIG. 11. How to make a daughter (1). 
Case 2. A trunk contains no p-type states and the number of a-type 
states is odd. I f  we have a trunk ((r, I, I, I), it has a single daughter whose 
period is 8, by Lemma 8.4. In this case, one may begin drawing arrows from 
an arbitrary position. We begin it, for example, from the top. We start from (i) 
of Fig. 12. Using Lemma 8.2 (2) and (3) repeatedly, we have (ii) first. The 
next phase is (iii) and the final one is (iv). By using the table of a given csm, 
we make the daughter as in (v), and we have finished one step. 
I o I o I o I o 
I o I o I o 
[l J  , I  , , I  , I 







How to make a daughter (2). 
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Case 3. A trunk contains no p - type  states. Suppose that we have a 
trunk (a, I, a, I). The trunk has two daughters whose period is 4, by Lemma 
8.5. One may begin drawing arrows from an arbitrary position. For example, 
going from (i) to (ii) in Fig. 13, we make one daughter as in (iii). Beginning 
I o II ~q21 q2 
, [I ]-~~q~J, [a q~ 
l,off fo  ,l / z lq-~q2'/ 
[,o L I i j--L4 q/j, 
(iv) (v) (vi) 
FIc. 13. How to make a daughter (3). 
from (iv), we make the other daughter as in (v). A part of the Nmax tree is 
made as in (vi), and one step is finished. 
Now we illustrate a few examples of the above method. 
EXAMPLE 9.1. I f  we are given a csm shown in Fig. 14(i), we first name 





O T--~I , cr o..9__~po 
Po ~-~O , Po o__>0 
I ~"!~I , I o>I 
( i i )  
Make a table from a given csm. 
ryL.~, I o._~i~..]~ I o_C~C><~11 o_~i to 
~,~po o_~0_.,.~o ! o_g_~i,/x~.~l o_.~ I :> period 
x~i  o_~ I 
o~po _.(y 
Fio. 15. The Smax tree. 
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and make the Smax tree as in Fig. 15, by the scheme we have discussed. From 
the figure, it is easily seen that Smax is given by 
Smax = ((0 v 1)0)* v ((0 v 1)0)*(0 v 1). 
Evidently the period is unbounded, so we have another example for Propo- 
sition 7.7. 
When we make Smax trees for various csm, we often meet with the case that 
a new-made trunk repeats an old one. The following is one such example. 
EXAMPLE 9.2. A csm is given in Fig. 16(i). The fifth trunk is a cyclic 
permutation of the fourth one. Smax coincides with Q¢. The fsa for Q4 is the 
one in Fig. 17. (Every state is a final state). 
s 
a~c5 a~ o>a,,~Po~I ~Ol 
v~ to/o po ~ I ', Po~ i c~0 I4!_4z~ 
(i) Cii) 
FIG. 16. A new trunk repeats an old one. 
0 
- - O  0 ,©x 
FIC. 17. AfsaforSmax =Q~. 
LEMMA 9.3. The period (of a word in Smax) is bounded if and only if all 
the new-made trunks (which have branched generally) repeat old ones. 
Now we can prove the following lemma, which plays an important role 
afterwards. 
LEMIVm 9.4. I f  a csm having exactly two letters consists of 
(1) 1-type and p-type states, or 
(2) a-type and I-type states, or 
(3) a-type and p-type states, 
then Smax is a regular set. 
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Proof. In case of (1), Smax = P1, by Proposition 6.3. In case of (2), 
Smax = (0 v 1)*, by Lemma 7.6. Finally consider the case (3). By Lemmas 
8.3, 8.4, and 8.5, both a a-type state and an/- type state are necessary in order 
that the period may increase. Therefore the period cannot increase but for 
an / - type  state. The period is at most 2, so Smax = Q2- By Theorem 7.1, 
Q2 is a regular set. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 9.4.1. l f  a csm is one having exactly two states and two letters, 
then Smax is a regular set. 
When the author began studying the problem of the maximum invariant 
set, he made transition graphs and set down Smax for csm having two letters 
and two or sometimes three states. If  a csm has just two states, Smax is regular 
by Corollary 9.4.1. In case of csm having three states, most of them were ones 
that satisfied the condition of Lemma 9.4, because he was not aware of that 
lemma. These impelled him to believe that Smax of a csm system is a regular 
set. 
However, we meet with examples of csm such that we can guess nothing 
about the form of Smax. The csm shown in Fig. 18 is one of them. Perhaps 
one cannot determine Smax, even if one makes the Smax tree up to 25 steps. 
~Po-~(Y-~ I s / ,o 0_l 
~.>"0" o (7 O',V, lO O~. l  ... 
~f111 I"~Po O'°-~II°-*U u° '~ l~I -~O~Og2I~I2P :  
O/ Pol-"Pol PoaO" Po-~U, ~I . o o 
' ~*U--q- Cy lo_F i 
k. J  1/0 ~ I  °-~CY-~CY 
( i)  (i i) 
FIG. 18. An example whose Smax tree is unclear. 
At this position, we consider the possibility that Smax is not a regular set, in 
general. To speak otherwise, we now take the course to construct a non- 
regular set by means of the tree. 
10. NONREGULAR Smax 
Now we have enough technique to deal with Smax of a csm system. The 
purposes of this section are (1) to answer the question "Is Smax regular ?", 
by showing a counterexample, and (2) to investigate the relation between the 
language class of Smax and other known language classes. 
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THEOREM 10.1. In general, the maximum invariant set of a csm system is 
neither a regular set nor a context free language. 
Proof. Suppose that a csm is one having exactly two letters. In order that 
Sm~x may be nonregular, 
(1) the period must be unbounded, by Proposition 7.5, 
(2) the csm must have p-, a-, and/-type states all, by Lemrna 9.4, and 
(3) it is sufficient if a counter (having potentially infinite capacity) is 
needed to accept he set Smax. 
One of the simplest examples that have been found under these principles 
is shown in (i) of Fig. 19. Smax is shown in (ii) of the figure. Let IV_ 1 = 0 and 
k 
Nk = ~2i=o 2i for k ~ 0. The period Pn of every word of length n in Smax is 
given by 
pn = 2 k+~, if Nk < n ~ N7~+1 • 
011 .--S 
1 /1~1/0~0/0  1 /1~'I -'~I:~, 
,~ ' I ,~ I  1 I, 
J (7-* I CI...O..~ Cl "~O °-..,,0 
1 I~I '  IO__.po 
Po o--,.Po t Po -~ I 
(i) 
,iJ-,i 1-*i2-~i ~ 
2I d . I 1 I to d --*I -*I ~ period 
,pJ*i ~-*i 1--~i o 1_. j~ 16 
,Po°--%Po I 1 I 
~ o.._~Po.._.~Po '-~' I
(ii) 
Fic. 19. Nonregular Smax. 
When n = N~ + 1, the trunk is of the form (I,...,/, P0 ,..., Po, a), where the 
number of I 's is 2 k+l and the number of po's is (2 e+l --  1). The number of 
I 's  increases by one and the number of po's decreases by one, as n increases 
by one. (This is our "counter" mechanism.) Finally the trunk becomes of the 
form (I,..., I, (r) when n = Nk+l. When n = Nk+l + 1, the trunk is again 
of the form (/,...,/, P0 ,..., Po, ~) whose period is twice as large as the previous 
one.  
In order to prove nonregularity of the set expressed by the Smax tree, we 
investigate intersection of the set and a regular set U. Let U = 1"0. The 
word ln0 belongs to Smax if and only if 0 meets with the situation that the 
period is doubled. Therefore we have 
U('~ Smax = {1"0; n = Nk for h -= --1, 0, 1, 2,...}. 
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This is neither a regular set nor a context free language. By a well-known 
theorem (see Ginsburg (1966)), we know that i fL  is a regular set (a context 
free language) and U is a regular set, then U c~ L is a regular set (a context 
free language). Therefore we conclude that the above Smax is neither a 
regular set nor a context free language. Q.E.D. 
In the above proof, we used a regular set as a filter and proved nonregularity 
of a set caught by the filter in order to prove nonregularity of Smax. We shall 
use this method also in what follows, because the whole of Smax is too 
complicated. 
I f  a csm has exactly one state, then Smax is a regular set regardless of the 
number of letters used. In case of exactly two letters, a csm must have at 
least three states in order to have nonregular Smax, by Lemma 9.4. In the 
sense of [ K t × I X 1, therefore, the csm in Fig. 19 is a minimum example 
having nonregular Smax. 
EXAMPLE 10.2. An example of nonregular Smax which was found first 
is shown in Fig. 20. Nonregularity of Smax is proved by taking intersection 
with 0"1. 
S cI 
:poO_.po O, po po- O 7 
vo u/,kV_.~o/1 , / . I  o~ I ~ I o_~ I ~ I K 
L aypo _.~--,0"~/J' o_~ I o_~ I o_. I _o~ IN ,  to' 
o_.i o o . i  x o_. i _ .  
~'("~( '~_  ~'~ ~CI ~-"0 °--~, I~'~P~J!'Pl °-. I & 1 0_% I 16 
~"~ "-J J!~ J!. o o 
o-~(I-- '( I-~cr& v 
( i)  ( i i) 
FIG. 20. Nonregular Smax found first. 
Problem 3. For an arbitrary csm such that the alphabet of outputs 
coincides with the alphabet of inputs, determine whether Smax is regular or 
not. 
Now we study the "upper bound" of the language class of Smax. For a 
csm system, a word x belongs to Smax if and only if FA~(x) = x for some 
positive integer n (~< I l flg(~)). Hence the following proposition is evident. 
A dlba language means a language which is accepted by a deterministic linear 
bounded automaton. 
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PROPOSITION 10.3. Smax of a csm system is a context sensitive language, 
moreover a dlba language. 
For the intersection of Smax and R, the prefix closed and nonterminating 
property is necessary and sufficient (see Theorem 6.6). For more general 
language classes, the following proposition shows Smax C Lpn, in contrast 
to Theorem 6.6. 
PROPOSITION 10.4. There exists a dlba language which belongs to Lvn and 
yet does not belong to Smax. 
Proof. Consider the following dlba language, which is prefix closed and 
nonterminating: 
L = {A, a, aba2b "" Wbai+lb "" anbak; n > O, 0 ~ k ~ n + 1}. 
The tree forL is as follows: 
A ~>a b >ab a >aba a > aba 2 b ~abaZb a • . . . .  
For each n >/0,  L contains exactly one word of length n. Assume that L 
were Smax of a csm A. Since a csm mapping preserves the length of a word, 
FA(X) -= x must hold for any x in L. That is, L consists of passive words: 
L C P1 • By assumption L = Smax, so L D P1 • Therefore we have L = P1 • 
By Proposition 6.1,/)1 is a regular set, soL must be a regular set. Since this is 
a contradiction, we conclude that L cannot be Smax of any csm system. 
Q.E.D. 
The above proof shows the prototype of our method to prove that such-and- 
such a set cannot be Smax of any csm system. 
PROPOSITION 10.5. There exists a context free language which belongs to 
Lpn and yet does not belong to Smax. 
Proof. Let L = {a~b~c~; m >/n,  and l is an arbitrary nonnegative 
integer}. Assume that L were Smax of a csm system. One can prove, after 
some detailed discussions, that the period of each word in L cannot be more 
than 2. Therefore we have L = Q2, which is a regular set by Theorem 7.1. 
This is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
Open Problem. What is the necessary and sufficient condition for a 
language to be Smax of a csm system, in particular for a context free language 
(i.e., characterize the class Smax completely (as in Theorem 6.6)) ? 
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1 l .  CLOSURE PROPERTIES 
In this section we discuss closure properties of the class Smax • The goal is 
Proposition 11.5. The following lemma results from Proposition 6.5 and 
Theorem 6.6. 
LEMMA 11.1. Srnax is not closed under operations c, --, R, and (h. 
For operations u ,  ', and *, we must investigate nonregular sets. Let L o 
be the set expressed by the Smax tree in Fig. 19(ii). Consider a regular set 1 *. 
Since 1" is prefix closed and nonterminating, there exists a csm whose Srnax 
is 1", by Theorem 6.6. I f  we prove that L 0 • 1" does not belong to Smax, we 
can conclude that Smax is not closed under concatenation. Assuming that 
L 0 • 1" were Smax of a csm system, we prove that the set should coincide 
with P1. We need the following lemma to conclude that a word is passive. 
LEMMA 11.2. I f  tWO nodes are contained in the same trunk of the Smax tree, 
then they have the same number of arrows starting from them. For an arbitrary 
language L which is assumed to be Smax of some csm, we write L in the form of 
the L tree (in Definition 4.3). Then we observe the nodes which correspond to 
words of the same length n, and compare the number of arrows starting from 
the nodes. 
(i) I f  the number of arrows of a node u is different from that of a node v, 
then u belongs to a trunk different from that of v. 
(ii) I f  the number of arrows of a node u is different from that of all the 
others, then the word corresponding to u is passive. 
LEMMA 11.3. The set L o • l*  does not belong to Smax. 
Proof. The set can be expressed by the tree, as in Fig. 21. Assume that the 
] ." 
0 0 
FIG. 21. The tree for Lo • 1 *. 
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set were Smax of a csm system. We identify a node with the word which the 
node corresponds to. By Lemma ll.2(ii), the node (3) is passive. Therefore 
also (5) is passive, and so is (10). By Lemma 11.2(i), (7) and (8) cannot be in 
the same trunk, so that each is passive. In the same way, (12) and (16), (20) 
and (21), (22), (23) are all passive. 
Going back, (2) is passive, because (1) is passive. (4) and (6) cannot belong 
to the same trunk, because if we compare the nodes (13) (17) (15) (19), 
then (13) has no partner. Therefore (4) and (6) are passive. Likewise (13) (17) 
(15) (19) are all passive. By discussion of this kind, we can prove the following: 
Let N k' : 1 + ~=12q If  all the words of length Ark' are passive, so are all 
the words of length N~+I. Thus we have Smax = P1 • This is a contradiction, 
because we can prove nonregularity of the set L 0 • 1" by taking intersection 
with a reguIar set 1 *0. Hence the lemma follows. Q.E.D. 
Consider a regular set R = 0"1". Since this is prefix closed and nonter- 
minating, there exists a csm whose Smax is R, by Theorem 6.6. By the follow- 
ing lemma, we conclude that Smax is not closed under union operation. 
LEMMA 11.4. The setL o t3 0"1" does not belong to Smax • 
The proof is omitted. From the above lemmas, we obtain the following 
proposition. (We have no result about ,  operation.) 
PROPOSITION 11.5. Smax is not closed under the following operations: 
c (complement), -- (minus), R (reflection), (~ (intersection), • (concatenation), 
and U(union). 
12. ON THE PERIODIC SET OF A CELLULAR SYSTEM 
In the previous ections, we studied Smax of a csm system. Let us turn back 
to our original problem concerning a cellular system. Let A s = (S, fb, b~, b~) 
be a bilateral cellular space and let (S*, Fb) be the cellular system defined by 
-//b • We are now at the position where we can answer our original question 
"Is the periodic set P of a cellular system (S*,Fb) regular ?" The purposes 
of this section are (1) to define simulator automata for cellular spaces and 
adapt the concepts of an Smax tree, trunks, and daughters t.o a unilateral 
cellular system, and (2) to construct a nonregular P, and (3) to comment 
upon a cellular space with cyclic boundary condition. 
643/32/4-3 
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DEFINITION 12.1. Let  a bilateral cellular space be Ao = (S, fb, b~, br). 
A simulator gsm for Ab is a gsm G = (K, Z, A = ~, 3, h, qo) defined as 
follows: 
(1) K = {(bz), (S × S), (Y)}, where (S × S) means a set of all pairs 
(ab) for a, b in S. 
(2) Each state x in S is regarded as a letter for G. Besides, an end mark Y 
is necessary. That  is, 27 = S u {Y}. 
(3) qo = (bt). 
(4) We define 3 and )t as follows: Let a, b and c be any element of S and • 
be the empty word. 
(b~) " / ' ,  (bza), (b,) gig (y), 
(ab) o/a(ooo) (bc), 
(ab) r/s~(~b~).r (y). 
And for any a in Z', 
(y)  ~/~ (y).  
I fFb(x  ) = y for x in S*, thenF~(x  • Y) = y • Y. Hence G is called a s imu.  
lator gsm. 
PROPOSITION 12.2. The system (S*,Fb) is isomorphic to the system 
(S*Y, Fa) under correspondence g: x ~+ x • Y for x in S*. Let the maximum 
invariant set of(S*, Fb) be Smax and that o f (S 'Y ,  Fa) be Sm~ x . Then Sma x = 
Sm~x" Y. 
DEFINITION 12.3. Let  a unilateral cellular space be A u = (S, fu ,  bl). 
A similator csm is a csm A = (K, Z', A = Z, 3, A, qo) defined as follows: 
(1) K = {(a); a ~ S}.  
(2) z = s. 
(3) qo = (b,). 
(4) We define 3 and )t by 
(a) b/1~(ab)> (b), for any a, b in 2.  
I fF~(x)  = y for x in S*, thenFA(x ) = y. 
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PROPOSITION 12.4. The system (S*, F~) is isomorphic to the system (S*, FA) 
under the correspondence g: x ~ x for x in S*. The maximum invariant set of 
(S*, F~) coincides with that of (S*, FA). 
Hereafter we limit the class of cellular spaces to be studied to that of 
unilateral ones. Then our problem is equivalent o studying the system 
(~*, FA) such that A belongs to some specified subclass of csm. 
We identify the periodic set P of (S*, Fu) with Smax of (S*, FA) entirely. 
Therefore the notions of an Smax tree, trunks and daughters are defined also 
for the periodic set P of a unilateral cellular system. In this case, an arrow 
drawn between two states in the Smax tree is always of the form (a) 0% (b), 
where a and b are elements of S. I f  node (a) is not the root of the Smax tree, 
we write simply a ~ b instead of (a) b_+ (b). The left boundary b~ has been 
put at the root. If node (a) is the root, we write (a) --+ b instead of (a) b=~ (b). 
By this new notation, a subtree which starts from the root and ends at a node, 
(bz) -+ a 1 --+ a 2 -~ --- ~ % corresponds to a configuration aid 2 "" a~. A 
subtree just below that subtree shows a configuration of the next time. 




FIG. 22. A trunk and its daughter for a unilateral cellular system. 
figure, the following hold: b 2 = f~(albl), b a = f~(a2b~),..., b~+l = f~(a~bk),..., 
b, = fu(akbmk). We prove the following theorem by showing a counterexample 
within the limits of unilateral cellular spaces. 
THEOI~EM 12.5. In general, the periodic set P of a cellular system (S*, Fb) 
is neither a regular set nor a context free language. 
Proof. Our plan for proof is just as before. 
(1) The period must be unbounded. 
(2) By using Lemma 8.6 fully, we construct a set such that a counter 
(having potentially infinite capacity) is needed to accept he set. 
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A most typical example that has been found is the following one: Let the 
unilateral cellular space be A u = (S, fu ,  b~). 
(1) S = {So, PB, q, r, P j ,  B, J, K, M,L}. (The simulator csm for A~ 
has ten states and ten letters.) 
(2) b~ = So.  
(3) f ,  is given as follows. We write ab -+ c instead off~(ab) = c, and 
arrange them by the first argument. 
For So: SoM-~ J, So J - .  M, SoZ-- ,  Mfor  any Z(=/: M) in  S. 
For PB: PBX -* B for any X in S. 
For q: qB -* P j ,  qPj --. q, qJ --. P j ,  qq --. q. 
For r: rq --+ r, rPj --~ r, r J  --~ P j ,  rr --+ r. 
For Pj:  P IX  ~ J for any X in S. 
For B: Br --+ B, BP j  ~ K. 
For J: JB---~ J, JJ---~ J, JK--+ K, JL---~ L, Jr---~ PB, Jq--~ r. 
For K: KJ  --~ M,  KM -~ L, KL  -+ L. 
ForM:  Mr --~ r, MPB ---~ q, MZ-+ q for any Z ( :# r) in S. 
ForL :  Lr -+ r, Lq --+ q. 
For anyfu(ab ) that is not defined in the above, define it arbitrarily. That has 
no effect on Srnax • The states PB and Pj  are of strongly projective type. M is 
of "semi-projective type" so to speak. Figure 23 shows the Smax tree. In the 
/~q~B~ r~r - - r~ J~J  ~K~L~.  
//__PB~ r ~Pj~ K~M~/~q ~P j~B~ r~ r ~pj-~J ~ K~ L'~\: 
~S ~M~q~B- - r - - J  ~L~q~q~J  - -B~r~ r-~J ~K~L ~q .. 
t oJ'---J \. r~-~B~Pj~L~<~r~q-*P j - - J  ~B--~ r-~Pj~K~L A:r 
" r -~  r~J  ~K~J~x~r~r~q~J  ~J ~B~r~j -~L / r  
"~r~ r~ r~pj~J  > J  ~B~Pj~L/ :  
r~r~r~r~J~J~J~K~J . ,  ~ 
FIO. 23. Nonregular P for a unilateral cellular system. 
Smax tree, the horizontal direction coincides with the spatial axis of the 
cellular space and the vertical direction coincides with the time axis for the 
cellular space. From the figure, we see that P j  proceeds downwards two steps 
and B proceeds one step, when the length n increases by one. I f  we consider a 
configuration the length of which is large enough, it means that B runs on the 
configuration to right twice as fast as Ps. (Remember that the method using 
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two signals running on a cellular space having different speed is employed also 
in the firing squad problem.) 
When B meets with PI ,  the period is doubled. This is the mechanism of 
our counter. I f  the configuration is of length n, the period p,~ is given as 
~k .2i 2k" follows. Let N~ = =1(  +1) - -  1. If Nk~<n<Nk+l ,  thenp~ = 
Now we prove nonregularity of the periodic set P. We consider, as we did 
before, intersection of P and a regular set U. Let the regular set be 
U -- (MPBr*PsJ*K)*. 
Then 
U c~ P = {MPBr'~mPjJ"mK ... MPBr*"k)PjJ"(k)K; m(k) = 2 ~ -- 1 
and n(k) = 2 k -  2, for k >~ 1}. 
This is neither a regular set nor a context free language. Hence P is neither 
a regular set nor a context free language. Q.E.D. 
See Appendix B for a minimal example of nonregular P within the limits 
of unilateral cellular spaces. 
Let Ab be a cellular space and let G be a simulator gsm. The cellular 
system (S*, Fb) is isomorphic to the system (S 'Y ,  Fa). The set of all joining 
elements of a gsm system is a regular set, so that the set J of all joining 
elements of (S*, Fb) is a regular set. How is the set of the joining elements 
which are in the periodic set P ? For this question, the following holds. 
PROPOSITION 12.6. Let (S*, Fb) be a cellular system. In general, the set 
J n P of the system (S*, Fb) is not a regular set. 
Proof. We can construct a cellular space A 0 such that (1) P coincides 
with the set shown in Fig. 23, which is a nonregular set, and (2) J D P, so 
that J n P = P. Details are oniitted. Q.E.D. 
Next we study a little about cellular spaces with cyclic boundary condition. 
DEFINITION 12.7. A (one-dimensional, bilateral) cellular space with cyclic 
boundary condition is a pair A c = (S,f,),  where 
(1) S is a nonempty finite set of states; 
(2) f ,  is a mapping of S 3 into S (the local transition function). 
The transition function Fc: S* -+ S* is defined by 
Fc(xlx2 "" x.) = L(x.xlx~) f o(XlX2.~) "" f o(x._~x.~l), 
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where each xi belongs to S. (S*, Fe) is called a cellular system with cyclic 
boundary condition. 
We study the periodic set P of the system (S*,-Pc). Let t be an operator 
on S* defined by 
t(xl "'" x~_ix,) = x,x~ ". x~_l , 
where each x, belongs to S. Then let T be an operator on S* defined by 
T(x) = 0 ti(x), for x in S*. 
z=O 
For a subsetL of S*, the set T(L) is defined by 
T(L) : (,J {T(x); x eL}. 
x 
For the periodic set P of the system (S*, F~), T(P) z p holds, because 
T(x) C P for any x in P. It is easily proved that ifL is a regular set, then also 
T(L) is a regular set. In general, however, nonregularity of L does not imply 
nonregularity of T(L). Consider, for example, a nonregular set L given by 
L = {0nl0~; n >/0}. 
Then T(L) is the set of all words that contain even O's and exactly one 1, so 
that T(L) is a regular set. (This fact was pointed out by Mr. Kobuchi.) 
With a mind to this fact, let us use the method in the proof of Theorem 12.5 
in order to discuss the periodic set P of (S*, Fc). 
PROPOSITION 12.8. Let (S*, F,) be a cellular system with cyclic boundary 
condition. In general, the periodic set P of (S*, Fe) is neither a regular set nor a 
context free language. 
Proof. We make use of the unilateral space Au = (S , f~,  b~) defined in 
the proof of Theorem 12.5 in order to construct A,  ~ (S',fe). Let S' = S 
and letfc = f~ accept he following modifications: 
PB X ~ B for any X (:/= So) in S, 
PsX --+ J for any X (# So) in S, 
Mr -+ r, MZ -+ q for any Z (:/: So, r) in S, 
XS o --> S o for any X in S. 
By the above modifications, a configuration having exactly one S o maintains 
the single S o forever. Let U be a regular set defined by U ~ So(S -- {So})*. 
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Then U c3 P = So.L1 ,  where L 1 denotes the set expressed by Fig. 23. 
Since S O "L 1 is neither a regular set nor a context free language, we have the 
proposition. Q.E.D. 
13. CELLULAR SPACES HAVING THE MAXIMUM LOOPS 
It follows from Proposition 12.2 that, for a cellular system, the set I 0 of all 
inaccessible elements is a regular set. For an arbitrary cellular space A~ = 
(S,f~, b~, b~), therefore, we can determine whether P = S* or not. In case 
of a unilateral one A~ = (S , f~,  b~), the matters are very simple. For a in S, 
define f~/a: S --~ S by fiJa(x) : f~(a, x). P : S* holds if and only if f~/a 
is bijective for any a in S. If we discuss P as a set only, the subject ends here. 
In this section, though, let us call structure of transition into question. The 
purpose of the section is to show existence of cellular spaces having the 
maximum loops. The concepts of an Smax tree, a trunk and its daughter 
play an essential role. Let p(x) be the period of a configuration x.
DEFINITION 13.1. Let a cellular space be A b = (S, fb,  bz, b~). Ab is said 
to be a cellular space having the maximum loops if p(x) = ]S  1 lg(x) for any 
configuration x in S*. (If that holds, the transition graph for a subsystem 
(S ~, F0) consists of a single loop without branches for any i ~> 0.) 
Problem. Does there exist a cellular space having the maximum loops ? 
After some preparations, we can answer the question positively, within the 
limits of unilateral cellular spaces. Let us assign matrices to trunks of the 
Smax tree. Our first goal is Proposition 13.3. 
Let Z be a nonempty finite set and let n = I Z [. v~ (1 <~ i ~< n) denotes a
row vector of dimension such that the ith component is 1 and the other 
components are 0, i.e., v 1 = (1,0,...,0), v~ = (0, 1,0,...,0),...,v~ = 
75 
(0,..., 0, 1). We define a set V by V = [.)~=l v~. Let v be a bijective mapping 
of Z into V. For a in Z, v(a) is called a (row) vector assigned to a. 
A matrix is regarded as a column of row vectors. For a mappingf  : 27 ~ 27, 
an n ~< n matrix M(f )  is assigned as follows: If f(a) = b and v(a) = vi,  
v(b) -- v~ hold, then the ith row vector of M(f )  is %. That is, M(f )~ = 1 and 
M(f)~1~ = 0 for any k exeeptj. By this, we have v~M(f) = %, i.e., v(a)M(f)  = 
v(b). (For mappings f, g: 27-+ Z, M(gf)  = M(f)M(g) . )  Conversely, if v 
is fixed and an n × n matrix m such that each row belongs to V is given, 
then a function f :  Z -~ Z such that M(f )  = m is uniquely determined. We 
write f = M-~(m). 
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I f  the mapping v is changed, also M(f )  changes. For an appropriate 
mapping v, M( f )  is of the form 
P2 "" 0 
M(f )  . . . .  (2) 
0 "'" Pz 
R 
where each Pi is a square matrix which is no more decomposable into the 
above form (even if v is changed). Let Pi be an ri × ri matrix (for 1 ~ i ~ l). 
Then the transition graph of the system (27, f )  has I loops. The period of the 
ith loop is ri. 
Let A = (K, 27, A = 27, 8, A, q0) be a csm and let F A be a csm mapping. 
For an arbitrary word u and k >~ 1, FA~/u: 27-+ Z is defined as follows. 
Assume thatFAk(u) = v andFA~(ux) = vy for x, y in 27. Then put 
F~/u(x )  = y.  
We write FA/u instead of FAt/u. For each state q, in K, the function A/qi is 
defined, as usual, by A/qi(x) = A(qi, x) for x in Z'. 
LEMMA 13.2. FA/u ~- k/8(q o , u) for any word u in 27*. 
Let ul = u, and for 1 < i ~< k, let ui be a word defined by ui = FA(ui-1). 
Let qi be a state defined by qi = 8(qo, ui). Then 
F ~/u  = F A/u~ " l L /u~_ l  "'" F A/ul 
= a/q~ • a/q~_ 1 " '"  a /q  1 . 
Therefore we have 
M(Fak/u) = M(A/q,) ... M(a/qk_~) M(a/qk). 
Thus we obtain the following proposition. 
PROrOSlTION 13.3. Let (ql .... , qk) be a trunk and let u be the word corre- 
sponding to the node ql , (note that FAk(u) = u holds). Then 
M(FAk/u) -~M(a/ql) '"M(A/q~). 
I f  the matrix M(FAk/U) is arranged into the form (2) (by changing the vector- 
valued function v), then the trunk has l daughters. The period of the ith daughter 
is r~ " k. 
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By the above proposition, we are able to know the number of daughters 
of a trunk (ql ,..., qk) and the period of each, by calculating the product of 
matrices m = M(h/q l ) ' "M(h/qk) .  
DEFINITION 13.4. Let (ql ,..-, qk) be a trunk. The sequence of matrices 
M(A/ql) "" M()t/qk) is called operator form of the trunk (ql ,---, qk). If the 
product of matrices is calculated, the resulting matrix m = M(A/q~) ".. M(A/qk) 
is called a matrix assigned to a trunk (qa .... , qk). 
For a while, we comment upon the case that I 271 = 2. Row vectors are 
(1, 0) and (0, 1). Let 27 = {0, 1}, v(0) = (1, 0) and v(1) = (0, 1). There are 
4 matrices which can be M(f )  for some mapping f :  27 ---> 27. 
P0 = (I ~)' Pl = (0 11), O-m (~ 10) , 1= (10 0). 
P0 and Pl are said to be of p-type. If M()~/qi) = Po, the state qi is said to be of 
p0-type. If M()t/qi) = P l ,  pl-type. If MOt/qi) = a, a-type. If M(A/q,) = I, 
then/-type. This definition is equivalent to Definition 8.1. 
LEMMA 13.5. Consider a product of 2 × 2 matrices m = m 1 .." 
where each mi is taken from { Po , Pl , ~, I}. 
(1) I f  at least one matrix mi is of p-type, then m is of p-type. 
(2) I f  each mi is either a or I and the number of a's is odd, then m = a. 
(3) / f  each mt is either ~ or I and the number of a's is even, then m = I. 
mk , 
For a trunk (ql .... , qk), consider the product of matrices m = M(A/ql) ... 
M()t/qk). Then Lemmas 8.3, 8.4, and 8.5 follow from Proposition 13.3 and 
Lemma 13.5. 
Let a unilateral space be A u = (S, fu ,  bz) and let the simulator csm be 
A -~ (K, 27, A = 27, ~, t, %). For a in S, define a function f~/a: S ~ S by 
fu/a(x) =fu(a ,  x), for x in S. The function fu/a coincides with ;~/(a) of the 
simulator csm. The following lemma is rewording Proposition 13.3 for the 
case of unilateral cellular spaces. 
LEMMA 13.6. Let (al ,..., a~) be a trunk (each ai belongs to S). The matrix 
assigned to the trunk is given by m = M(f~/al)  "" M(f~/ak). I f  m is arranged 
into the form (2), then the trunk has l daughters. Theperiod of the ith daughter 
isr  i • k. 
Let A~ ~ (S , f~ ,  bt) be a unilateral cellular space. Suppose that the 
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vector-valued function v: Z -+ V is fixed. Let A be a matrix such that 
A = M(f~/a) for some a in S. Thenf~(A, x) for x in S is defined by 
f~(A, x) = fi,(a, x). (3) 
I f  A = M(f Jb )  for b (=# a) in S, then f~/a =fu/b = M-I(A), so that 
f~(a, x) = f~(b, x) for any x in S. Thus f~(A, x) is well defined by (3). 
Let a trunk be (al ,..., ae), where each a~ belongs to S, and let (b 1 ,..., bmk) 
be one of its daughters. Write them as follows: 
trunk (al, a2, ... ak) 
daughter (bl, b2 . . . .  bk, 
bk+l , bk+2 , ... b2k , 
. . °  
• . .  b,,7~). 
Then 62 ----- f~(a~bt), ba = f~(a2b2),..., bk+~ = f~(akbk), bk+2 = f~(alb~+~),..., 
61 =- f~(a~b~). 
Let a trunk be (a 1 ,..., a~), where each a~ belongs to S. Let Ai =- M(f~/ai) 
for 1 ~< i ~< k and let £/1 "" £/k be the operator form of the trunk. By the 
previous remark, f~(A i ,  x) for x in S is well defined. Therefore even if the 
trunk is given by the operator form, we can write down the daughter as follows: 
trunk (A 1 £/2 ..-£/~) 
daughter (bl, b2, ... bk, 
bk+l, b~+z, .-. b2k, (4) 
• .. bm~), 
b~+ 1 = fi,(A~ , b~), bk+ 2 = where b 2 = f~(A1, bl), ba = f~(A2,  b2),... ,
f~(A1, bk+l) ..... bl = f,,(Ae, b,,7~ ). 
LEMMA 13.7. 
as follows. 
(1) S=(a ,b ,c} .  
(2) For a: f~(aa) ~- b, f~(ab) = c, 
For b: fu(ba) = c, f~(bb) = b, 
For c: f~(ca) = c, f~(cb) = b, 
(3) b~ = a. 
Then A~ is a cellular space having the maximum loops. 
Let A~ ~ (S , f~ ,  b~) be a unilateral cellular space defined 
f , (ac) = a. 
f~(bc)  = a. 
fu(CC) - -a .  
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Proof. We define the vector-valued function v by v(a)= (1,0,0),  
v(b) = (0, l, 0), and v(c) = (0, 0, 1). Let A and B be matrices given by 
A~-  0 , B~ 1 . 
0 0 
Then M(f~/a) = A and M(f~/b) = M(f~/c) = B. We have relations 
B~ = 1, (AB)~ = l ,  (5) 
where 1 stands for the unit matrix. The following relations result from the 
definition of f~: 
f~(A, a) = b, f~(A, b) = c, f~(A, c) -= a, 
(6) 
f~,(B, a) = c, f,~(B, b) : b, f~,(B, c) = a. 
By induction we prove that the operator form of every trunk belongs to a 
regular set T given by 
T -~ A(BB)* (AB(BB)*AB)* (BB)* .  
First the root is bt = a, so that its operator form is A, which surely belongs 
to T. Next, by the following two steps (i) and (ii), we can prove that if the 
operator form of a trunk belongs to T, also the operator form of the daughter 
belongs to T. 
(i) A trunk (al ,  a~ ,..., a~) where each a i belongs to the state set S is 
denoted also by the sequence of states ala 2 "" a~. I f  the operator form of a 
trunk belongs to T, then its daughter belongs to the following regular set: 
U -~- a(bb)*(bc(ac)*ab)*(bb)*b(ca)*(ca(ca)*ca)*(ca)*c(ac)*(ab(bb)*bc)*(ac)*. 
This statement follows from the following, for which both the method of (4) 
and the relation (6) are used. 
trunk A(BB)* (AB(BB)*AB)* (BB)*  
daughter (a (b b )*(b c (a c )*a b )*(b b )* 
b (c a )*(c a (c a)*c a)*(c a )*  
c (a c )*(a b (b b )*b c )*(a c )*) 
It  should be noted that the number of a's contained in the daughter (as welI 
as that in the trunk) is odd. 
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(1) 
(2) 
For al : 
(ii) Let x be a sequence of states which represents the daughter. Since x 
belongs to the regular set U, we see that the operator form of x belongs to the 
regular set 
T' = A(BB)*(AB v BB)*. 
On the other hand, the number of a's contained in x is odd. From these two 
statements, it follows that the operator form of x belongs to the regular set 
T-~ A(BB)*(AB(BB)*AB)*(BB)*.  Therefore the operator form of the 
daughter belongs to T. 
From the above, we see that the operator form of every trunk belongs to 
the regular set T. Let m 1 ". mk (each m i is either A or B) be a sequence of 
matrices which belongs to the regular set T. We can use the relation (5) to 
calculate the product of matrices m = m~-" ink. We see that m = A. 
Therefore the matrix assigned to every trunk is A. By Lemma 13.6, we conclude 
that every trunk has a single daughter whose period is 3 times as large as that 
of the parent. The period of the root is 1, of course. Therefore for any n /> 0, 
the period of configurations of length n is 3 n. Q.E.D. 
The above result is easily generalized as follows. 
THEOREM 13.8. Let N (> 2) be an odd integer. The unilateral cellular space 
A~ ~ ( S, f~ , b,) defined as follows is a cellular space having the maximum loops. 
S = {a~ ,..., aN). 
f~ is given as follows: 
and 
f~(ala~) =a~+l  for l ~k  ~N- -  1, 
For ai (2 ~i~N) :  
L(a,al)  =a , ,  
L(a,a~) =a~+l 
and 
f~(aiaN) =a l .  
f.(a~aN) =a~.  
f . (a ,a~)  = a~,  
for 3~k~N- -1 ,  
(3) b~ = al .  
Proof. We define the vector-valued function v by v(ai) = (0,..., 0, l(ith), 
0,..., 0) for 1 ~ i ~ AT. Let A = M(fu/al) and B = M(fu/ai) for 2 < i ~ AT. 
We have relations 
B u-1 = 1, (ABN-Z) 2 = 1. (7) 
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We can prove by the same method as the proof of Lemma 13.7, that the 
operator form of every trunk belongs to the regular set 
T = A(BN-1)*(AB N 2(B~-I)*ABN-")*(BN 1).. 
Let m 1 ".- m k (each m~ is either A or B) be a sequence of matrices which 
belongs to T. We can use relation (7) to calculate the product of matrices 
m = m 1 " '  m~. Thus m = A. By Lemma 13.6, we see that every trunk has 
a single daughter whose period is N times as large as that of the parent. Hence 
the theorem follows. Q.E.D. 
Open Problem. (1) Does there exist a cellular space having the maximum 
loops such that the number of states is even ? 
(2) For an arbitrary cellular space, determine whether it is a cellular 
space having the maximum loops. 
14. ON GSM SYSTEMS 
Gsm systems have many aspects which are quite different from csm systems. 
A gsm mapping preserves neither the word length nor the prefix closed 
property nor the nonterminating property. Since a csm mapping preserves 
the word length, Smax contains a word of arbitrary length, so Smax of a csm 
system is an infinite set. For a gsm system, however, this does not hold. An 
extreme case is where Smax contains only A. For example, let Z = {a} and 
consider a gsm G such that Fa(a i) = a I+1 for i > 0. For G, R~ = Smax ~-~ 
P = {A}. The purposes of the section are (1) to show counterexamples for the 
equation R~ = Smax ~ P which holds for both a csm and a cellular system, 
and (2) to prove that the periodic set P of a gsm system is not a recursive set, 
using the trivial correspondence b tween a Turing machine and a gsm. 
PROPOSITION 14.1. In general, Smax = P does not hoM for a gsm system. 
Proof. Let 21 = {a}. There exists a gsm G such that Fa(a i) ~- a ~-1 for 
i >~ 2 and Fa(a ) = a. For G, P ~ A U a and Smax ~ a*. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 14.2. In general, Smax = R~ does not hold for  a gsm system. 
Proof. Consider the following set: 
X = {(0, 0), (0, 1), and (i , j ) ;  i ~ / j .  i , j  = 1, 2,..).  
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We define a mapping F: X ~ X by 
and 
F((O, 0)) = (o, o), 
F( ( i , j ) )  = (4 j -  l )  
F((i, 1)) = (0, l). 
F((O, 1)) = (o, o), 
for j > l, 
For any i > 0, F*((i, i)) = (0, 1) holds, i.e., (0, 1) is contained in F i (X)  for 
any i > 0. For the system (X,F), Smax == (0, 0) and R~ = (0, 0) u (0, 1), 
so that Smax :~ R~.  A system of this type can be realized by a gsm. 
Consider the gsm G = (I<2, X, A = X, ~, A, qo) shown in Fig. 24. X = 
{a, b, h}. For a pair (qi, x) of a letter x fed to a state qi not shown explicitly, 
define it by 3(q~, x) = qH and A(qi, x) = h. In particular, 3(q,, h) ==q~r 
and A(qi, h) == h for any state qi. We see that Smax = h* vah*  v b'h*.  
S',~ a/a> 0 a/~© a/a_~a/¢ 
b/et~ ~a .~. a2~- ba 
q~ [ L a~ ba3 <._ b2aZ <._ b3 a 
b ib  a/a a.b~/h [,: : 
• ' \ n" ~ n-1 --2 n-2 --n-2 2 ~n-1 , , a~ua ~oa .*-..-~b a<--P a 
( i )  (i i) 
Fio. 24. A gsrn and the transition graph for which Smax :/: R~o • 
Each word in h* vah*  is passive. The transition graph for the subsystem 
(b*a t, Fa) is shown in (ii) of the figure. From the figure, we see that a 2 is 
contained in everyFU'(X* ) (0 ~< i < oo), so that 
Ro~ ~ b*a* = a v aL 
On the other hand 
Smax n b'a* -- a. 
This shows that Smax @ R~. Q.E.D. 
Let us proceed to the second subject. Let T be a Turing machine, and let 
x(t) be an instantaneous description at time t. The class of all gsm mappings 
has the computation universality, i.e., for an arbitrary Turing machine T, 
there exists a gsm G = (K, Z', A = Z', 3, A, q0) such that, for any instantaneous 
description x(t), Z*  contains x(t) and aW6(x(t)) = x(t @ l). (Attach an end 
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mark Y on the right if necessary.) G is called a simulator gsm for the Turing 
machine T. 
PROPOSITION 14.3. Given an arbitrary gsm G and a word x in Z*, it is 
recursively unsolvable to determine ach of the following: 
(1) whether there exists an N >/0 such that FaN(x) = F~'+l(x), and 
(2) whether there exists an N >~ 0 such that FaN(x) belongs to the periodic 
set P. 
The above proposition is a direct paraphrase of the halting problem of 
Turing machines. 
PROPOSITION 14.4. In general, the periodic set P of a gsm system (~*, Fa) 
is a nonrecursive set. 
Proof. Let (T, x(0)) be a pair of an arbitrary Turing machine T and an 
initial instantaneous description x(0). z(0) denotes the initial tape. Without 
loss of generality, we can assume that T uses a tape which is potentially 
infinite only in the right direction. For T, we can construct a Turing machine 
T' which has the following properties (1) and (2). 
(1) T '  is started on the tape z(0), puts the mark # at the right of z(0), 
copies z(0) at the right-hand side of # ,  and then performs the same computa- 
tion as T. This is reworded as follows: Let x'(t) denote the instantaneous 
description of T'. Then there exists a time t o such that x'(to) = z(0) #x(0). 
Unless T halts, x'(t o @ n) .= z(O) #x(n). 
(2) I f  T halts, then T' erases all letters at the right-hand side of z(0), 
and returns back to the initial position and state. That is, if T halts, x'(tl) = 
x'(0) for some time t 1 . 
It follows from (1) and (2) that x'(q) = x'(O) for some time q ,  if and only 
if T halts. Consider the simulator gsm G for T'. Let P be the periodic set of 
the system (Z'*, FG). Then x'(0) belongs to P if and only if T halts. (Attach an 
end mark Y on the right if necessary.) This proves the proposition. Q.E.D. 
Problem 4. Prove that, in general, Smax of a gsm system is a nonrecursive 
set. 
We will solve the above problem as well as the aforementioned decision 
problems 1, 2, and 3, in a coming paper. 
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]5. CONCLUSION 
We were motivated by the question whether the periodic set P of a one- 
dimensional, bounded cellular system is a regular set or not. Since there 
exists a simulator gsm for a cellular space, we formalized the problem in 
terms of machine mapping. Then, limiting transducers to csm, we first 
characterized the class Smax N R. Next we introduced the concepts of the 
~qmax tree, trunks and daughters, and gave a scheme for making the Smax 
tree in the case of a csm having two letters. Using this scheme, we constructed 
a csm whose Smax is a nonregular set. 
Turning back to the original problem, we constructed a cellular space such 
that the periodic set P is a nonregular set. In these studies, the concepts of 
an Smax tree, trunks and daughters, joined with classification of states of a 
csm into a few types, played an essential role. By the same method, we 
showed that there exists a cellular space having the maximum loops. Finally 
we studied a little about Smax of a gsm system. 
16. APPENDIX 
A. Characterization of the Set I o of A l l  Inaccessible Words 
The following lemmas provide us with complete characterization of the 
set I 0 . 
LEMMA 16.1. Let L be a subset of X* and let L ~ = 27* --  L. The following 
two conditions are equivalent. 
(1) L is prefix closed. 
(2) I f  a word u belongs to L e, then u • 27* C L c. 
LEMMA 16.2. Let A be a csm and let R 1 = FA(Z'*). The set R 1 has the 
following properties: (1) R 1 is a nonempty regular set. (2) R 1 is prefix closed. 
(3) R 1 is nonterminating. 
The reason is that a csm mapping preserves the prefix closed and non- 
terminating property and the set 27* has the property. I 0 = 27* -- FA(27* ) is 
a regular set which has the following three properties corresponding to the 
three properties in Lemma 16.2. 
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(1) I o v~= ~*. 
(2) I f  x belongs to Io,  then x • Z* C I o . 
(3) I f  y does not belong to Io,  then there exists a letter a such that ya 
does not belong to/0 .  
We can replace (l) by I o ~) 27. Let I o be the class of all regular sets that 
satisfy the above three conditions. We can prove that a regular set/r belongs 
to Io if and only if, fo r / ,  there exists a fsa M = (K, 27, 8, q0, F) which 
satisfies the following three conditions: 
(1') qo CF. 
(2') I f  qi belongs to F, then the state 3(qi, a) belongs to F for any 
letter a in 27. 
(3') I f  q~ does not belong to F, then there exists a letter b in 27 such that 
3(qi, b) does not belong to F. 
Then we can prove that for an arbitrary I in I o , there exists a csm A such 
that FA(27*) -~ R and R = P1 where R -~ 27* - - / ,  and hence I equals the 
set of all inaccessible words of (27", FA). The proof is analogous to that of 
Theorem 6.6. For I, there exists a fsa which satisfies (1'), (2'), and (3'). Use 
the fsa to construct he required csm, by the aid of the following lemma. 
Note that the set 27* - -  I is a nonterminating set. 
LEMMA 16.3. Let L be a regular set having the nonterminating property. 
Then, for any word u in L, there exists a pair of words v, w ( v & A) such that 
the set uvw* is contained in L. 
Remark. Characterization of the set P1 of all passive words is easy. The set 
P1 satisfies the following: 
(1) /)1 is a prefix closed regular set which contains at least {A}. 
Conversely, if a regular set R satisfies the above (1), there exists a csm system 
(Z*, FA) such that P1 = R. For proof, note that a regular set R is prefix 
closed if and only if, for R, there exists a fsa M ~- (K, Z, 8, q0, F) such that 
K = F. Make the required csm from the fsa. 
B. A Minimal Example among Unilateral Cellular Spaces Whose P is 
Nonregular 
It follows from Corollary 9.4. I that the periodic set P is a reguIar set for a 
unilateral cellular space having exactly two states. Therefore the following 
unilateral cellular space A~ ~ (S,fu, bt) is a minimal example for nonregular P. 
643/32/4-4 
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(1) S= {p ,a ,b} .  
(2) bz = a. 
(3) Forp :  fu(PP) =P ,  fu (pa)  -~p,  fu(pb)  = b. 
For  a: f~OP)  = ~, fu(a~) = b, f~(ab)  - -  p.  
For b: f~,(bp) = p, f,,(ba) = b, f~,(bb) = b. 
It is not proved here that the periodic set P of the system (S*, F~) is not a 
regular set. 
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